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USS DON JOHNSON, NCC-61701
SD 10307.31
“Changes”


Present Crewmembers:

LtCmdr Amelia Adrel, CSO
Cmdr April Melissa Fielding, CIV
Lt Becca Lynn Shirley, CNS
Ens Beokeown, CTO
Ens Joran Mahl, CMO
Absent Crewmembers:

LtJg Tassie Kenly Jala-Sanders, SO

NPCs and Guests:

SM/Host: Bob Baldwin
FCO W`ong W`y: Gilles Leger
SB OPS H`lo: Julie Seright
SB CO Pomlek: Joel



Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=BEGIN MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE USS DON JOHNSON IS ON FINAL APPROACH TO STARBASE 279 AFTER COMPLETING ITS LAST MISSION

FCO W`ong W`y says:
::looks down at the unfamiliar CON and hopes it is as easy as the simulator::

CSO Adrel says:
FCO: ETA to SB 279?

SB OPS H`lo says:
::monitoring SB operations::

Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE CAPTAIN AND FIRST OFFICER ARE CURRENTLY INDISPOSED AS A RESULT OF THE MISSION

CTO Beokeown says:
::working quietly as usual at his consol::

CNS Shirley says:
::is in office looking over paperwork::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
::looks back with what he hopes is a confident look:: CSO: 5 minutes, Ma'am

Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE CHIEF SCIENCE OFFICER IS CURRENTLY THE DUTY OFFICER ON THE BRIDGE


CMO Mahl says:
::slowly packs up his belongings. He tries to remember everything that he brought with him not so long ago. All the tongue depressors, the probes, the "bag", it’s all packed and ready to go::

CSO Adrel says:
FCO: Aye, make sure that you ask for permission before docking and that it is properly logged in the database. Last time, we had a few arguments over that and we lost a CTO...

FCO W`ong W`y says:
::stares at the CSO in shock then relaxes a bit:: CSO: Oh… I see... humor... I see now... it is a difficult concept. I will contact them, Ma'am.

CTO Beokeown says:
::finishes up the last of his reports, short since he doesn't remember much of it::

CIV Fielding says:
@::rushes into her quarters on the station, thinking she forgot something. Then, realizes that she HADN'T forgotten something, then rushes OUT of her quarters, then remembers that... well, you get the idea::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
COM: SB 279: OPS: This is the USS Don Johnson.... requesting permission to dock Starbase.

CSO Adrel says:
FCO: Sadly, it isn't humor. Maybe I can tell you about it once we are on shore leave.

SB CO Pomlek says:
@::standing in the center of starbase Operations, looking placidly Vulcan, and contemplating T'Plana Hoth::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@COM: Don Johnson: This is SB 279, we have you on sensors. Transmitting docking coordinates now.

CIV Fielding says:
@::finally makes up her mind and... and... steps between her quarters and the hallway::

CMO Mahl says:
::feels sad that he will not be continuing on as the CMO of the Don Johnson, but he has to face reality. He wasn't up to the task, being so fresh out of the Academy::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@::Slides his gaze to SB OPS momentarily, as he listens to the exchange::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
::stares at the coordinates:: COM: SB 279: OPS: Coordinates received and understood...  Self: I hope.

CNS Shirley says:
*CSO*: Is there anything I can do to help out?

CSO Adrel says:
*CNS*: Not at the moment, CNS. You can come to the Observation Lounge as it's about to be time for the meeting I've requested.


CTO Beokeown says:
::Reads over he's console:: CSO: everything seems to be in the green over here, all ready for when we dock

CIV Fielding says:
@::remembers that she had something to Doooooooo... it's called "reading up on the trade." Goes into her quarters and looks at some periodicals::

CNS Shirley says:
*CSO*  Alright Ma'am.....

CNS Shirley says:
::heads out of my office to the turbolift::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@::looks up at Pomlek:: SB CO: The Don Johnson is on final approach and I have transmitted docking coordinates.

SB CO Pomlek says:
@SB OPS: What is the registration of this vessel? ::walks over behind SB OPS::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
CSO: I have the coordinates....  taking her in... ::wonders if he should mention that he never docked a ship except in a simulation::

CMO Mahl says:
::sees that he is finished packing up his belongings, and has them sent to the air lock::

CSO Adrel says:
FCO: All right. Bring us in smoothly; we don't have a lot of time to repair the ship. ::smiles::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@SB CO: NCC-61701, Sir.

CNS Shirley says:
::enters the turbolift and says bridge::

CSO Adrel says:
*ALL*: All personnel will be required to come to the Observation Lounge once the ship as docked. Adrel out.

SB CO Pomlek says:
@SB OPS: ::nods:: Very good, very good. ::brings up the docking orders for the Don Johnson on a nearby console: :It appears there will be some personnel changes.

CTO Beokeown says:
::assumes the CSO heard him, and continues working::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
::brings the ship in the docking bay trying not to wince::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
CSO: Docking complete in..........  5....4....3.... umbilicals hooking in... 2...

CMO Mahl says:
::hears the announcement, and heads towards the Observation Lounge::

CSO Adrel says:
CTO: Thank you, Ensign. And when I was talking about the previous CTO earlier, I wasn't joking. But SB 279 should be all cleared up now so no worries.

SB OPS H`lo says:
@SB CO: Aye Sir. There will be. I've already cleared them for docking and a crew is waiting to secure umbilicals.

CNS Shirley says:
::exits on bridge and walks to the Observation Lounge::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
::winces as he hears the clanking sound:: CSO: Docking complete

CIV Fielding says:
@::reads stuff and wonders when she'll be going aboard the Don Johnson again... and hopes that they still have the same set of quarters, though now she's CIV, she might have to take a downgrade... ::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
::grins:: Self: That was easy.

CSO Adrel says:
FCO: Good. Make sure that we are following SB regulations. I don't want troubles with them again about docking. Work Bees should arrive shortly to work on the ship.

SB OPS H`lo says:
@::looks down at her console:: SB CO: They have just completed docking, Sir.

CIV Fielding says:
@::wonders if the ship got a Scratch... ::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@SB OPS: Very good H'lo. Comm them, and find out if they need anything.

CIV Fielding says:
@::...to match the one she made years ago::

CSO Adrel says:
FCO: I'll leave the bridge to you since I have to go to the observation lounge. Any questions before I go, Ens?

FCO W`ong W`y says:
::shakes head:: CSO: All fine, Ma'am.

SB OPS H`lo says:
@COM: Don Johnson: This is SB Operations. Is there anything you require?

SB CO Pomlek says:
@::strolls to the center of Operations, and stares at the image of the Don Johnson at her moorings::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
::thinks:: Self: I have the bridge ?  Oh Mertz !  I hope nothing goes wrong.

CIV Fielding says:
@::gathers up her regular stash of stuff because the Don Johnson is due any minute::

CSO Adrel says:
::nods and heads for the Observation Lounge::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
COM: SB 279: OPS: This is the USS Don Johnson.... all is fine, Starbase... thanks for asking.

CTO Beokeown says:
::Wonders if he too will end up like the last CTO, now that the CSO has mentioned it::

CIV Fielding says:
@::wanders over to the display to find out where the Don Johnson's docked::

CNS Shirley says:
::tries to sense what the feelings are on and around the DJ::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@COM: Don Johnson: FCO: That's good to know Sir, but, is there anything you need?

CTO Beokeown says:
::Is now a bit nervous heading to the SB::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
COM: SB 279: OPS: Not a thing... our OPS officer took care of the requisitions if memory serves... all should be loading in the cargo bays now.

CSO Adrel says:
::enters OL and looks who has arrived::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@COM: Don Johnson: FCO: Very well. SB Operations out.

CTO Beokeown says:
::Looks up and looks around, then quickly heads for the OL::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@::after what he thinks is an appropriate amount of time, he straightens his uniform::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@SB CO: Sir, they say they are in need of nothing at this time.

SB CO Pomlek says:
@SB OPS: Open a visual comm to the bridge officer if you will?

CTO Beokeown says:
::Enters the OL::

FCO W`ong W`y says:
::sits alone on the bridge while the crew leaves for the Observation Lounge::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@SB CO:  Aye Sir. ::pushes a few buttons on her console:: Channel open, Sir.


CIV Fielding says:
@::wanders around the station, map PADD in hand, looking for the Don Johnson::

CMO Mahl says:
::slowly slips in to the Observation Lounge, and takes a seat::

CSO Adrel says:
::looks at the small number of people and sighs::

CTO Beokeown says:
::Takes a seat::

CSO Adrel says:
ALL: Good day everyone. As you can see, we are a small number of people in the Observation Lounge today.

CNS Shirley says:
::finds a seat::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@*CSO*: LtCmdr, I am Captain Pomlek of Station 279. I hope you had a successful voyage? I have some news for you that may find shocking. Prepare yourself. ::waits a moment::

CTO Beokeown says:
::Looks up at the CSO and nods::

CSO Adrel says:
*SB CO*: Captain ... Pomlek? This is LtCmdr Adrel... I am standing in front of the senior officers, would you prefer we meet to tell me this... shocking news?

SB CO Pomlek says:
@*CSO*: As bridge officer, that is your prerogative. I await your decision.

CSO Adrel says:
*SB CO*: I'll tell the crew the news I have to give them, and I'll come see you right away, Captain.

CIV Fielding says:
@::doesn't have any shocking news for anybody, so is still looking for the ship. Odd logic, but there it is::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@*CSO*: Very well. I will meet you in the airlock then. Pomlek out.

CTO Beokeown says:
::Taps his foot on the floor and looks around::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@::cuts the transmission and looks askance at the SB CO::

CIV Fielding says:
@::doesn't tap her foot on the ground, but looks around::

CSO Adrel says:
ALL: Sorry about that. As I was saying, you can see that we are not many in this room. A lot of our crewmembers have been reassigned to others ships, stations, or facilities. This includes the CO and XO.

CTO Beokeown says:
::lets out a sigh since the XO did not like him much::

CMO Mahl says:
CSO: It seems that the DJ is losing a lot of her crew. I hope that won’t be too large a problem.

CSO Adrel says:
::waits to see the reactions from the crew::

CNS Shirley says:
::just shakes head::

CTO Beokeown says:
::thinks he has never really meet the Captain::

CSO Adrel says:
CMO: SF will reassign us personnel in return. I know we are picking up a new Cmdr on the base but I don't know anything else.

SB CO Pomlek says:
@SB OPS: I will proceed to the docking hatch. You have Operations in my absence.

CIV Fielding says:
@::doesn't react, but feels something... um... SOMETHING....::

CIV Fielding says:
@::...and discovers that she's hungry::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@::nods:: SB CO: Aye, Sir.

SB CO Pomlek says:
@::Makes his way very efficiently to the airlock::

CMO Mahl says:
CSO: I will miss being on this crew. Even though I wasn't here long, I still went through a lot, as you will probably remember.

CTO Beokeown says:
CSO: So you are in charge for the time being, ma'am?

CSO Adrel says:
ALL: The others had to leave the DJ as soon as we docked to catch their transport. Ens Mahl will be departing in a few hours. I wish you the best of luck on your next mission, Ens.

CIV Fielding says:
@::sees a handy lounge and has some lunch. Not sure what time it is, but they always have lunch::

CSO Adrel says:
CTO: For the time being yes. Since the CO and XO are not there, the 2nd in command becomes in charge.


CMO Mahl says:
CSO: Thank you, Ma'am.

CTO Beokeown says:
::Winks:: CSO: Excellent ::smiles::

CSO Adrel says:
ALL: We will learn more about the changes during shore leave. Any questions?

CMO Mahl says:
CSO: None from me, Ma'am.

CSO Adrel says:
::looks at the CNS and CTO::

CNS Shirley says:
CSO: None from me either...  You have my support, Ma'am...

CTO Beokeown says:
::Shakes he's head no::

CSO Adrel says:
ALL: Work bees should be arriving to refit the ship soon. Take the next 24 hours to rest and have fun. Dismiss.

CMO Mahl says:
::remembers the last time he was on a starbase, and hesitates a bit before leaving::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@::arrives at the airlock, and assumes an efficient posture for waiting::

CIV Fielding says:
@::finds her way to the airlock. Finally, sees someone standing there, so hides in a corner::

CSO Adrel says:
::waits for everyone to exit the OL::

CNS Shirley says:
::exits the OL::

CTO Beokeown says:
::Gets up and exits the OL::

CMO Mahl says:
CSO: Ma'am, are we certain that there is no illnesses or anything like that on the SB? I still have nightmares about the last time we were at SB 279, I started to turn to stone.

CSO Adrel says:
*FCO*: Ens, if everything is cleared you can go on shore leave. ::as she exits the OL::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@::his sensitive Vulcan hearing picks up an unusual sound of footprints suddenly stopping. Since he'd become used to that reaction, continues contemplating the airlock hatch::



CSO Adrel says:
CMO: I don't think SF would have allowed us to return to the SB if there were still problems on the base. And if you heard the comm I've got, seems that they changed the CO. So we should be fine.

Host Bob says:
ACTION: SUDDENLY, A DERANGED FERENGI, HIGH ON HAVING MADE AN EXTRAORDINARY DEAL, RUNS MANIACALLY THROUGH THE STARBASE LEAVING EVERYONE TO WONDER WHAT THAT WAS ALL ABOUT...

Host Bob says:
ACTION: SEVERAL BASE SECURITY OFFICERS RUN BEHIND THE FERENGI IN HOT PURSUIT

CIV Fielding says:
@::thinks: Oh, great, another psycho...::

CMO Mahl says:
CSO: I will miss working with you, Ma'am.

CSO Adrel says:
CMO: Likewise, Ens. Good luck to you on your next adventures. I'm sorry I have to leave you now, I must meet with the SB CO. Maybe we can catch up before you go?

SB OPS H`lo says:
@*SB CO*: Sir, we have security alarms going off on the promenade.

CSO Adrel says:
::walks::

CMO Mahl says:
CSO: That would be nice, but if time does not allow, I will try to keep in touch with you via subspace.

CIV Fielding says:
@::paces::

CNS Shirley says:
::heads out to the starbase for a bit::

CSO Adrel says:
CMO: Good. ::walks away and heads to the airlock::

CMO Mahl says:
::exits the OL, and heads for the airlock, and all of his belongings::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@::hearing the commotion:: *SB OPS*: Notify security. Lock down all exits. Shut down all turbolifts and transporters for clearances under 7. Report back when you have more information.

Host Bob says:
ACTION: IT SEEMS THE FERENGI MANAGED TO SWINDLE A LOCAL ARMS DEALER INTO SELLING AN ILLEGAL STOCKPILE OF HAND WEAPONS FOR AN UNUSUALLY GOOD PRICE

CTO Beokeown says:
::Walks behind the CMO and CSO, not sure where he want to go::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@::continues standing unperturbed, having supreme confidence in his security staff on the station::

CMO Mahl says:
::arrives at the airlock, finds all of his belongings still on an anti-gravity cart, and pushes it off the ship, and onto the station::

CSO Adrel says:
::follows the CMO and arrives at the airlock::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@*SB CO*: Aye Sir. There are security officers already on it. Locks in place.

CIV Fielding says:
@::recognizes the CSO from someplace... oh, yes, the Don Johnson::

CMO Mahl says:
@::contacts the SB OPS to arrange for quarters until his new orders arrive::

CTO Beokeown says:
CSO: So what, now?

CMO Mahl says:
@*SB OPS*: This is Ens. Joran Mahl. I will need quarters until my new orders arrive. Can you tell me how to go about doing that?

CSO Adrel says:
CTO: You go out and have fun!

CTO Beokeown says:
CSO: Where? This would be my first shore leave...

CSO Adrel says:
CTO: Just roam around. Maybe the CMO can help you with that. He's been on the SB before.

CTO Beokeown says:
::Almost gives a pout:: CSO: I can’t stay and hang with you?

SB CO Pomlek says:
@::sees the LtCmdr he was speaking to, although she seems to have met someone. He positions himself in her line of sight beyond her companion, and waits::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@ ::lifts her eyebrow at the incoming comm:: *CMO*:  You are 4 feet from a terminal, Doctor. If you will go to the terminal, I will send you your temporary quarters assignment.

CSO Adrel says:
CTO: Nope, Ens. I must meet with the SB CO. Maybe later, okay?

CSO Adrel says:
::steps on the SB and looks around at the people near the airlock wondering if the SB CO is amongst them::

CMO Mahl says:
@::goes to the terminal, and waits for his quarter assignment::

CIV Fielding says:
@::awes.  She has to meet someone... ::

CTO Beokeown says:
@::Frowns:: CSO: I guess... ::heads off to try and explore the station by himself for a bit::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@::seeing the CSO's glance, he steps forward to what he determines is an appropriate interpersonal distance::

SB OPS H`lo says:
@::downloads the CMO's quarters assignment. Deck 9, section 3 forward::

CIV Fielding says:
@::doesn't step anyplace, seeing as people are everywhere::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@CSO: LtCmdr? When you have a moment?

CTO Beokeown says:
@::finds a seat and looks around as people walk about::

CSO Adrel says:
@::sees the SB CO approach:: SB CO: Sir, I have a moment now sir.

Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE FERENGI IS ALSO BEING FOLLOWED BY A SLOW WITTED, BUT EXTREMELY ANGRY ARMS DEALER... WHO IS ALSO BEING CHASED BY SOME ADDITIONAL STARBASE SECURITY PERSONNEL

CMO Mahl says:
@::receives his quarter assignment, and heads for deck 9, section 3 forward to drop off his belongings. He then heads to the promenade to enjoy his shore leave::

CTO Beokeown says:
@CIV: You look lost ::Looks up::

SB CO Pomlek says:
@CSO: Very well. Walk with me. ::starts heading down the corridor::

CIV Fielding says:
@CTO: Sir!  Well, not really, sir, I just need to meet with your CSO and she's busy, is all.

CIV Fielding says:
@CTO: Until I see her, I can't report on board. Oh, well.

CSO Adrel says:
@SB CO: Aye, sir. ::walks next to the Captain::

CTO Beokeown says:
@::is taken back:: CIV: I am only an Ens, I do believe I should be calling you, sir.

CIV Fielding says:
@CIV: Nah... civvies don't have ranks.  I don't think. ::blinks in confusion::

CSO Adrel says:
@SB CO: I guess you will be bringing me up to speed on our crew situation, Captain?

CNS Shirley says:
@::sensing a lot of stuff going on on the SB::

SB CO Pomlek says:
::taking a side corridor to an empty room, then motioning for the CSO to enter before closing the door::

CTO Beokeown says:
CIV: ‘Till she gets back, wanna do something? I’ve never been on shore leave...or this station, not sure what to do really.  oh, and the name’s Keown, BeoKeown

CMO Mahl says:
::takes advantage of the promenade, and decides to partake in one of the holodeck simulations::

SB CO Pomlek says:
CSO: ::before they arrive:: That is an accurate assessment.

CSO Adrel says:
::enters the room::

SB CO Pomlek says:
CSO: ::Moves to the head of the room, and straightens, looking emotionlessly at the CSO:: As I said, I have information.

CMO Mahl says:
::checks the catalog of holodeck programs, and chooses one that is Risian in nature::

CSO Adrel says:
::stands in front of the CO and nods::

CIV Fielding says:
CTO: Ummmm.. I'm not too good with shore leaves myself, but you can stand here and look lost with me if you want.

CTO Beokeown says:
::Smiles:: CIV: Sure, I can do that... ma'am, sorry, I didn't catch your name.

SB CO Pomlek says:
CSO: Your former CO and XO have been reassigned for Starfleet's own reasons... which they have not chosen to share with me at this time. You have a new command staff en-route to the station.

SB CO Pomlek says:
::waits to see if the CSO becomes emotional::

CSO Adrel says:
SB CO: Do you know when the new CO and XO will arrive, Captain?


CNS Shirley says:
::just finds a quiet place to wait around for a bit::

CSO Adrel says:
@:doesn't show much emotion as she was trained not to when in SF Intel::

CTO Beokeown says:
::Stands and looks lost::

CMO Mahl says:
::enters the appropriate code, and tells the computer to begin the program. The setting changes to a beach scene, with a beautiful blond walking towards him with a Horgon in her hand::

SB CO Pomlek says:
CSO: Actually, when I said 'command staff' I meant your new CO. It is my understanding that your new XO has not been assigned yet. More information will doubtlessly come forth on this matter. Until that time, I believe it would be prudent for the Don Johnson to remain at the starbase.

CSO Adrel says:
SB CO: Aye, Captain. The crew has a 24-hour shore leave, but if need be, we can stay on longer.

SB CO Pomlek says:
CSO: Very well. You handled the information well.

Host Bob says:

=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=


